Membrane computing is a branch of natural computing which abstracts computing models from the structure and the functioning of the living cell. The main ingredients of membrane systems, called P systems, are (i) the membrane structure, which consists of a hierarchical arrangements of membranes which delimit compartments where (ii) multisets of symbols, called objects, evolve according to (iii) sets of rules which are localised and associated with compartments. By using the rules in a nondeterministic/deterministic maximally parallel manner, transitions between the system configurations can be obtained. A sequence of transitions is a computation of how the system is evolving. Various ways of controlling the transfer of objects from one membrane to another and applying the rules, as well as possibilities to dissolve, divide or create membranes have been studied. Membrane systems have a great potential for implementing massively concurrent systems in an efficient way that would allow us to solve currently intractable problems once future biotechnology gives way to a practical bio-realization. In this paper we survey some interesting and fundamental complexity issues such as universality vs. nonuniversality, determinism vs. nondeterminism, membrane and alphabet size hierarchies, characterizations of context-sensitive languages and other language classes and various notions of parallelism.
Introduction
The relationship between Computer Science, ranging from very theoretical to very practical, and Biology is quite fascinating: each domain has helped, even influenced, the other domain in an essential manner. In Biology one can mention only the Human Genome Project or the data mining techniques used for identifying genes or groups of genes responsible for different diseases. On the other hand, in Computer Science, many important classes of models found their inspiration in biology. Examples include finite automata and their link to neural nets (McCulloch, Pitts, Kleene) where the roots of the modern neural networks area are also found, cellular automata (Conway, Gardner), genetic algorithms and, more generally, evolutionary computing/programming, with their declared intention to mimic evolution at the genetic level. Several other biologically inspired domains in Computer Science are recently very active; one such domain is for done or model interactions between the cell and its environment as it was done or consider only the inside of the cell and model processes that take place there
Inspired by the biochemistry taking place in the cells, the evolution rules are used in general in parallel in a nondeterministic manner, but several other possibilities were also considered recently.
It is important to note that several features important for computer science were touched upon -distribution, parallelism, communication, synchronization, decentralization, nondeterminism -with a specific definition and materialization, as suggested by the biological reality. Now, having in mind the previous discussion, let us make things a bit more concrete by considering a particular variant. Let us assume that we have one membrane, delimiting the outside environment from the cell that contains a multiset of objects that evolve according to specific rules. The multisets from the compartments of our computing device are processed by rewriting-like rules. Note that in our simple example we have only two regions/compartments. This means that rules are of the form u -> v, where u and v are multisets of objects, represented by strings. As an example, consider the rule abb -> accddd. It indicates the fact that one copy of object a together with two copies of object b react, and, as a result of this reaction, we get back a copy of a (and in this rule a behaves as a catalyst), and we produce also two copies of c and three copies of d. If this rule is applied to the multiset a 2 b 5 c 4 d, then, because abb are 'consumed' and then accddd are then 'produced' by the rule aforementioned, we pass to the configuration a 2 b 3 c 6 d 4 by applying the previous rule once. Similarly, by using in this simple system a second rule: aa -> bbc, we will get the configuration b c 1 d , which contains no occurrence of object a, thus no further 'rewriting' is possible.
We now discuss two important notions: determinism or lack thereof, and parallelism which are very important for the membrane systems area and also fundamental for computer science in general. Addressing problems in a nondeterministic way, i.e. guessing a solution and then checking it, is a fast way to solve a problem, but it is not very viable from a practical point of view, because the guessing part can be wrong and then the user will not get the desired output. A solution for this problem can be given by the parallelism, which can help by simulating at the same time all branches of the nondeterminism and, thus, provide the desired solution. This is viable especially in the case of bio-chemical-like frameworks, where reactions take place in a massively parallel way. In a sense this brings the membrane computing area very close to the DNA computing by harnessing the power of parallelism in these devices to supplement for the 'awkward' (from a Computer Science point of view) basic operations that the cell performs in vivo. The combination between nondeterminism and parallelism represent the core features needed for the realization of promise of these systems that someday they could be solving problems that are otherwise intractable by the 'regular' computers.
Thus in the basic models of membrane computing both nondeterminism and parallelism are present. The rules to be used and the object(s) to which they are applied are chosen randomly, while in a given step one applies in parallel as many rules as possible. One could say that the parallelism is maximal -and this was the way the evolution rules were used in and in most papers in membrane computing dealing with theoretical issues. An important observation that needs to be made is that we are speaking about synchronised devices, in the sense that a global clock is assumed, marking the time in the same way for all compartments of the system. This feature is apparent in the natural setting when one considers for example the beating of the heart, it is obvious that in that tissue, all the cells need to contract at specific time-steps to achieve the function, so it is clear that at least in that tissue we can see the synchronization of the cells. Another example for such a behaviour is the synchronization of the neurons that is achieved through the inhibitory properties of GABA in networks of neurons, etc. Let us now go back to our example; the use of a rule takes one time unit, and in each time unit all objects which can evolve should do it. More precisely, in each time unit, the multiset from each compartment must evolve by means of a maximal multiset of applicable rules. We illustrate this idea with the previous multiset and the pair of rules defined. Using these rules in the maximally parallel manner means to either use the first rule twice and thus involving both copies of a and four copies of b, or the second rule once -only once because it consumes both copies of a, and in this way the first rule cannot be used at the same time with the second rule. In the first case, one copy of b remains unused and the resulting multiset is a b c d 7 ;in the second case, all copies of b and c remain unused, and the resulting multiset is b 1 c d. We note that in the second case the maximally parallel application of rules corresponds a sequential (one at a time) application of the second rule.
More specifically, the nondeterministic maximally parallel manner of application for the rules means that we assign objects to rules, nondeterministically choosing the objects and the rules, until no further assignment is possible due to the fact that we 'consumed' all the objects that could 'react'. More mathematically stated, we look at the set of rules, and try to find a multiset of rules, by assigning multiplicities to rules, with two properties: (i) the multiset of rules is applicable to the multiset of objects available in the respective region, that is, there are enough objects in order to apply the rules as many times as indicated by their multiplicities and (ii) the multiset is maximal, meaning no further rule can be added to it because of the lack of available objects.
Thus, an evolution step in a given region consists of finding a maximal applicable multiset of rules, removing from the region all objects specified in the left hand of the chosen rules with the multiplicities as indicated by the rules and by the number of times each rule is used, producing the objects from the right hand sides of rules, and then distributing these objects as indicated by the rules. If at least one of the rules introduces the dissolving action 8, then the membrane is dissolved, and its contents becomes part of the immediately upper membrane -provided that this membrane was not dissolved at the same time, a case where we stop in the first upper membrane which was not dissolved. Note that at least the skin membrane has to remain intact.
Using the rules as suggested above, one obtains transitions between configurations of a membrane system. A sequence of transitions forms a computation, and with a halting computation, i.e. one reaching a configuration where no rule can be applied, we associate a result. Because in the system we have numbers (multiplicities of objects), the result will be a number, e.g. the total number of objects in a specified compartment, or a vectors of numbers, in the case where we distinguish among the objects from that compartment. In this way, we get a number (or vector) generating device.
There are many variants of the architecture and functioning of the computing device sketched above, and we will mention some of them after introducing in some detail the basic type of membrane systems, the cell-like one working with symbol objects processed by communication-only rules.
A membrane system variant
Following the discussion from the previous section, we will describe a basic variant for membrane systems. In the following we will give the formal definition for a system that works on symbols, and with evolution rules modelled from the way the molecules move through the lipidic membranes of cells.
In our context, the rules as exemplified in the previous section can be changed in various ways: using the targets here, out, in, in, with the indication of the label of the target membrane; allowing catalysts to move across membranes; using 'pseudo-catalysts', which are allowed to flip from a state c to a state d and back; having rules that result in membrane dissolving, i.e. a special symbol is generated in a membrane that is then dissolved; using an operation opposite to membrane dissolving, such as membrane thickening, i.e. making it nonpermeable to object communication, or even creating new membranes. Similarly, one can control the use of rules, e.g. by means of promoters, i.e. objects which must be present in order to apply a rule, but which are not modified by a rule and which can promote at the same time several rules -note that the promoters do not inhibit the parallelism, or inhibitors, by considering a priority relation among rules, etc. Note that these controls decrease the degree of nondeterminism of the system. Out of all these possibilities we chose to describe the membrane systems based on symport/antiport.
This model represents an important class of membrane systems and is that based on symport/antiport rules described in Biology. These rules correspond to the biological processes in which molecules are transported across membranes in a coupled way, with two molecules passing together across a membrane through a specific protein channel either in the same direction, called symport, or in opposite directions, called antiport.
These processes were first formalised [32] in membrane computing area in the form of symport rules of the form (x, in),(x, out) and antiport rules of the form (z, out; w, in), where x, z, w are multisets of arbitrary size. In the first case, all objects of multiset x pass together across the membrane with which the rule is associated, in the second case the objects of z are sent out and those of w are brought into the membrane. The length of x, denoted by |x|, is called the weight of a symport rule as above, and max(|z|, \w\) is the weight of the antiport rule.
Such rules can be used in a symport/antiport membrane system, which is a construct of the form n = (0, (i,wi, ...,w m ,E,R\, ...,R m ,i 0 ) .
where:
1. O is the alphabet of objects, 2. jju is the membrane structure of degree m > 1, with the membranes labelled in a one-to-one manner with 1,2, ..., m, 3. w\, ..., w m are strings over O representing the multisets of objects present in the m compartments of JX in the initial configuration of the system, 4. E C O is the set of objects supposed to appear in the environment in arbitrarily many copies, 5. Ri, ..., R m are the finite sets of rules associated with the m membranes of /x, 6. i 0 £ {1, 2, 3, ..., m} is the label of a membrane of JX, which indicates the output region of the system.
The rules in the /?,-' s can be of two types, symport rules and antiport rules, of the forms as specified above.
Again, the rules are used in the nondeterministic maximally parallel manner. In the usual way, we define transitions, computations and halting computations. The number (or the vector of multiplicities) of objects present in region i 0 in the halting configuration is said to be computed by the system along that computation; the set of all numbers computed in this way by II is denoted by A^(II).
There are also other variants considered in literature, both in what concerns the form of rules or combinations of the types of rules, and in what concerns the way of controlling the use of the rules, but we do not continue here in this direction, delaying it for Section 5.3.
Symport/antiport systems results
A large number of papers have been written concerning the model described in the previous section, symport/antiport systems. We will use this model to touch upon the topic dealing with the computational universality (i.e. equivalence with Turing machines) of such systems.
Many results about the original (nondeterministic) variant of these systems have been reported. The restrictions are on the number of membranes, size of rules or number of objects used. When considering the first two, universality can be obtained with 3 membranes and symport of size 2 (i.e. at most 2 objects are involved in any symport rule) or with 2 membranes and symport of size 3. If one considers both symport and antiport rules, then the results show that universality is reached with one membrane and uniport (symport of size 1) and antiport of size 2. If minimal symport/antiport are considered, then the universality is reached with three membranes. For all these results we refer the interested reader to Ref. [2] . We note that the majority of the universality proofs are obtained by simulating with the membrane system the work of a counter automaton or its close 'relative', register machine.
Last year several results considering the size of the alphabet were also reported. It is important to note that in this setting the authors try to limit two of the three features mentioned above, the number of objects in the alphabet and the number of membranes with a trade-off in the size of the rules used. The following combinations were proved universal: 2 objects and 4 membranes, 3 objects and 3 membranes, 4 objects and 2 membranes, 5 objects and 1 membrane. Symport/antiport systems with s objects and m membranes are universal if s + m = 6 and s^ 1, m > 1. We do not know at this time whether these results are optimal.
Generators vs. acceptors
The results mentioned above were obtained for the original variant of symport/antiport systems, the one that works in a generative manner, the system starts in the initial configuration, and through a succession of steps accumulates the result encoded in multiplicities of objects in a particular membrane. We now consider a different setting: the machine is given a value as input which is encoded as a multiplicity of a special object, and has to decide whether it accepts the input value or not. In this way we can again define in the set of numbers computed/accepted by such a device. In such a setting the machine can be either working in a nondeterministic manner, like the generator version of symport/antiport systems, or in a deterministic manner.
Let us now look at deterministic symport/antiport system acceptors with 1 or 2 membranes and 1-3 objects. In this setting the results are stronger than the nondeterministic generative case suggesting that the acceptors are more 'powerful'.
Let G be an m-membrane S/A system with alphabet V and E C Vbe the set of objects that occur abundantly in the environment. Each object in VE has a bounded number of copies in the environment. If \E\ = k, then we say the system is an m-membrane fe-symbol symport/antiport system.
Let o be a distinguished symbol in E. There is a fixed w £ (V -E)* such that at the start of the computation, a multiset wo n for some nonnegative integer n, is placed in the skin membrane. We say that o" is accepted if the system halts. A deterministic m-membrane fe-symbol symport/antiport system is defined as described before. In this setting we have the following:
1. L is accepted by a deterministic symport/antiport system using only one membrane and one symbol if and only if it is semilinear. 2. Let(m,fc) GE {(1,3), (3,1), (2,2)}. ThenLis accepted by a deterministic m-membrane fe-symbol symport/antiport system if and only if it is recursively enumerable. 3. There are recursive sets that cannot be accepted by deterministic 1-membrane 2-symbol symport/antiport systems and deterministic 2-membrane 1-symbol symport/antiport systems. One can show that Theorem 1 part 1 holds for the nondeterministic case. Obviously, part 2 holds for the nondeterministic version as well. We believe that part 3 also holds for the nondeterministic case, but we have no proof at this time. We now pass to some nonuniversality results reported recently for some particular restrictions for the systems.
Restricted symport/antiport systems: nonuniversality results
In Ref.
[18] some restricted versions of symport/antiport systems were studied. One model, called bounded symport/antiport system, has only one membrane and has rules of the form (u, out; v, in) with the restriction that \u\ > |v|. The environment has an infinite supply of every object in V. An input z = a" 1 ... % l (each n t a non-negative integer) is accepted if the system when started with wz, where w is a fixed string not containing a, (1 < i < k) eventually halts. The following result was reported in Ref. 1. L is accepted by a bounded symport/antiport system. 2. L is accepted by a log n space-bounded Turing machine. 3. L is accepted by a two-way multihead finite automaton.
This result holds for both deterministic and nondeterministic versions. The next result follows from Theorem 2 and the following result Deterministic and nondeterministic two-way multihead finite automata over a unary input alphabet are equivalent if and only if deterministic and nondeterministic linear-bounded automata (over an arbitrary input alphabet) are equivalent.
THEOREM 3. The deterministic and nondeterministic bounded symport/antiport systems over a unary input alphabet are equivalent if and only if the deterministic and nondeterministic linear-bounded automata (over an arbitrary input alphabet) are equivalent. The latter problem is a long-standing open question in complexity theory
We can also consider multi-membrane symport/antiport systems, called special symport/antiport systems, which are restricted in that only rules of the form (u, out; v, in) , where \u\ > |v|, can appear in the skin membrane. There are no restrictions on the rules in the other membranes. Thus, the number of objects in the system during the computation cannot increase. The environment does not contain any symbol initially. Only symbols exported from the skin membrane to the environment can be retrieved from the environment. Note that in the bounded symport/antiport system, the environment has an infinite supply of every object in V. 1. L is accepted by a special symport/antiport system. 2. L is accepted by a bounded symport/antiport system. 3. L is accepted by a logw space-bounded Turing machine. 4. L is accepted by a two-way multihead finite automaton.
This result holds for both deterministic and nondeterministic versions. Various models of P systems have been investigated and have been shown to be universal, i.e. Turing machine complete, even with a very small number of membranes (e.g. 1 or 2 membranes). The question of whether there exists a model of P systems where the number of membranes induces an infinite hierarchy in its computational power had been open since the beginning of membrane computing. Clearly, for models that are universal, there cannot be a hierarchy. So the hierarchy question makes sense only for nonuniversal systems. This question was answered in the affirmative in Ref. [18] , where it was proved the following result:
THEOREM 5. For every r, there exist an s > r and a unary language L (i.e. subset of o *) accepted by an s-membrane special S/A system that cannot be accepted by any r-membrane special S/A system. The result holds for both deterministic and nondeterministic versions.
Similary, the number of symbols in the alphabet V of a bounded S/A system induces an infinite hierarchy THEOREM 6. For every r, there exist an s > r and a unary language L accepted by a bounded S/A system with an alphabet of s symbols that cannot be accepted by any bounded S/A system with an alphabet of r symbols. This result holds for both deterministic and nondeterministic versions.
Language acceptors and characterization theorems
In this subsection, we give 'syntactic' characterizations of context-sensitive languages (CSLs) and other language classes in terms of certain models of symport/antiport membrane systems. These are the first such characterizations of CSLs in terms of membrane systems. Variations of our model yield characterizations of regular languages, languages accepted by one-way logw space-bounded Turing machines, and recursively enumerable languages. We note that previous characterizations of formal languages in the membrane computing literature are mostly for the Parikh images. Unlike the models discussed in the previous subsections where we were interested in multisets of (tuples of) numbers, here we use the systems as language (i.e. pattern) acceptors. Thus, the order in which the input symbols are processed is important.
Characterizing the context-sensitive languages
Let us define an exponential symport/antiport acceptor (ESAA) as a 1-membrane SAA n = (V, 2, [ill, w\, V -2, Ri) with the components as specified in the previous section, but with the following specific properties: the input alphabet SCV contains a distinguished symbol $ (the end marker), the environment contains all objects from V -2 (and no object from 2), and the rules are of the following four types: (u, out; v, in) , where u, v £ (V -2)* with \u\ > |v|. 2. (u, out; va, in) , where u, v £ (V -2)* with \u\ > |v|, and a £ 2. A rule of this type is called a read-rule. 3. (u, out; v, in)| a , where u, v £ (V -2)*, and a £ 2 {a is a promoter). Note that there is no restriction on the relative lengths of u and v. In particular, the length of v can be greater than the length of u. 4. For every a £ 2, there is at least one rule of the form {a, out; v, in) in the set Ri, where v £ (V -2)*. Moreover, this is the only type of rules for which a can appear on the left part of the rule.
We now describe how an ESAA accepts a language. Note some important differences from the way a general SAA works.
An input string x = a\... a n %, where a,-is in 2 -{$} for 1 < i < n, is provided online in the environment. The symbols are brought into the system in the order they appear in x by means of read-rules, i.e. rules of the form (u, out; va, in) . Maximal parallelism in the application of the rules is assumed as usual. Hence, in general, the size of the multiset of rules applicable at each step is unbounded, and, in particular, the number of instances of read-rules applicable in a step is unbounded. However, the number of read-rules in an applicable multiset cannot exceed the number of symbols of x remaining to be read, and the symbols in these read-rules, say there are s of them, must be consistent with the next s symbols of the input string x that have not yet been processed. Note that rules of types 1, 3 and 4 do not consume any input symbol from x. Note also that because of maximal parallelism, any symbol a £ 2 that is imported from the environment by a rule of type 2 is always transported back to the environment in the following step by a rule of type 4. When a rule of type 4 is applied, the symbol a that is exported to the environment does not get inserted to the input string, that is, it is never brought again in the system.
The input string x = a\... a n % is accepted if, after reading all the input symbols, II eventually halts.
Note the important fact, essentially used in some proofs, that if the computation halts before reading the end marker $, then the computation aborts, and no result is provided.
The language accepted is L(II) = {ai... a n \ai... a n % is accepted by II}. Note that we do not include the end marker.
We have two versions of ESAAs: nondeterministic and deterministic, where in the deterministic case, the maximally parallel multiset of rules applicable at each step of the computation is unique.
A nondeterministic linear-bounded automaton (NLBA) M is a generalization of a nondeterministic two-way finite automaton with input markers in that the input head can rewrite the symbols on the tape, except the end markers. An input $aj... a n % is accepted if M, when started in its initial state on the left end marker, eventually enters an accepting state. The language accepted by M is L{M) = {ai... a n \$ai... a n $ is accepted}. It is well-known that an NLBA is equivalent to a linear space-bounded nondeterministic Turing machine. A deterministic linear-bounded automaton will be denoted by DLBA. NLBAs (DLBAs) accept exactly the context-sensitive (deterministic context-sensitive) languages.
THEOREM 7. A language L is accepted by a nondeterministic (deterministic) ESAA if and only if L is accepted by an NLBA (DLBA).
The next result follows from Theorem 7 and the fact that it holds for DLBAs and NLBAs. Closure under complementation for NLBAs was shown THEOREM 8.
The family of languages accepted by deterministic (nondeterministic) ESAA is
closed under union, intersection, complementation, concatenation and Kleene*. 2. The membership problem is decidable for nondeterministic ESAAs. 3. The emptiness problem is undecidable for deterministic ESAAs. Consider now the case of the input alphabet £={1,2,$}, i.e. binary, since we ignore the end marker. We also restrict the type 3 rule so that it has the following form:
(w, out;v, in)| a with 2\u\ > |v|.
Call the above a 2-ESAA. Then following results were also shown in Ref.
[17]: THEOREM 9. A language LC {1,2}* is accepted by an NLBA (DLBA) if and only if it is accepted by a nondeterministic (deterministic) 2-ESAA. THEOREM 10. (Hierarchy of 2-ESSAs with Respect to the Alphabet size) For every r, there is an s > r such that nondeterministic (deterministic) 2-ESAAs with an alphabet of s symbols can accept more languages than nondeterministic (deterministic) 2-ESAAs with an alphabet of r symbols.
Variations of the ESAA model
ESSAs have four types of rules. In this section, we look systematically, considering all possible cases, at the classes of languages generated when one or two types of rules are not allowed.
Let us start by observing that we have two kinds of restrictions in the rules of an ESAA, those related to the length of the strings (in rules of types 1 and 2), and those related to the role of terminal symbols (rules of types 3 and 4). In particular, the obligatory existence of rules of type 4 is a very strong restriction, because we can make use of rules of type 3 (promoted, but without any restriction on the length of the strings) only one step after bringing a terminal into the system. Thus, presumably, removing rules of type 4 add power -and this will be confirmed below.
Type 2
Only rules of type 2 can bring terminals into the system, hence such rules cannot be avoided. Still, such rules are sufficient to accept at least (as we will see in the next section, exactly) all regular languages. THEOREM 11. Any regular language LC.T* can be accepted by a deterministic ESAA having only rules of type 2.
REMARK. We observe that the result above is still valid if the input string to II does not have the end marker $. One can just modify Ri to be: Ri = {(s, out; as', in)|<5 (s, a) = s'} U {{s, out; a, in)\8{s, a) GE F}. We note that the same observation about the results being valid when the input strings have no end marker will be true for some other models discussed in this paper. We discuss this issue further later.
Types 1, 2
Let us now add rules of type 1. Thus, the only rules are of the forms (u, out; v, in) and (u, out; va, in) , where u, v £E (V -£)* with \u\ > |v| and a GE X. Call this new model a regular SAA.
Clearly, for such systems, the input symbols that are read-in during the computation remain in the membrane and not exported back to the environment, so there is no need to keep track of their multiplicities. Moreover, because \u\ > |v| in rules of type 1, the number of symbols in the membrane does not grow during the computation. Hence, such a system can be simulated by an NFA. Conversely, from Theorem 11 we know that rules of type 2 suffice in order to accept all regular languages, hence we have the following results:
THEOREM 12. A language L can be accepted by a nondeterministic (deterministic) regular SAA if and only if L can be accepted by an NFA (DFA).
THEOREM 13. A language is regular if and only if it can be recognised by a regular SAA using only rules of type 2.
Types 1, 2, 4
Let us continue by also adding rules of type 4 (hence no rules of type 3 are allowed). Thus, the rules are of the forms (u, out; v, in) and (u, out; va, in) , where u, v £E (V -£)* with \u\ > | v| and aGl And, as before, for every a GE X, there is at least one rule of the form (a, out; v, in) in the membrane, where v £E (V -X)*. This model is called linear SAA, or simply LSAA. It can be shown that this model is equivalent to a restricted form of one-way log n space-bounded Turing machine.
A nondeterministic one-way Turing machine is restricted S(ri) space-bounded if for every accepted input of length n, there is an accepting computation where the number of nonempty cells on the work-tape(s) is bounded by S(d) where d < n and d is the number of input tape cells already read, that is, the distance of the reading head from the left end of the one-way input tape [8] . It is interesting the case when S(ri) is logarithmic. THEOREM 14. A language L is accepted by a nondeterministic (deterministic) LSAA II if and only if L is accepted by a nondeterministic (deterministic) restricted one-way log n space-bounded Turing machine M.
THEOREM 15. Special SAAs and LSAAs are equivalent. This holds for both nondeterministic and deterministic cases. Characterizations were also shown in Ref.
[17] for the following: Types 2, 4; 2, 3, 4; 2, 3; 1, 2, 3; etc.
Multi-membrane ESAAs
One can generalise the ESAAs to have multiple membranes. In the skin membrane, the rules are the four types used for ESSA. The rules in the other membranes can be of the forms: (u, out), (v, in) and (u, out; v, in) , where u, v £ (V -£)*, but there is no restriction on the relative lengths of u and v. Call this generalised model MESAA. Obviously, a nondeterministic (deterministic) MESS A can simulate an NLBA (DLBA). The converse is also easy to see. Now define a 2-MESAA as in a 2-ES AA. Thus, a 2-MESS A has input alphabet {1,2,$}, and in the skin membrane the rules of type 3 satisfy 2|w| > |v|. Then, from Theorem 9, a nondeterministic (deterministic) 2-MESSA is equivalent to an NLBA (DLBA) over a binary alphabet. Also, as in Theorem 10, fixing the number of membranes tom> 1, will induce an infinite hierarchy with respect to the number of symbols. Thus, we have: THEOREM 17. Let m be any integer > 1. Then L is a binary CSL if and only if it can be accepted by a 2-MESAA with m membranes and multiple number of symbols. Moreover, holding the number of membranes at m, there is an infinite hierarchy in computational power (within the class of binary CSLs) with respect to the number of symbols.
Let us now suppose we fix the alphabet of the 2-MESSA to a given size s; then, the question is whether by allowing the 2-MESSA to have multiple membranes, it can simulate any LBA over a binary alphabet.
THEOREM 18. A language L C {1, 2}* is accepted by an NLBA if and only if it can be accepted by a nondeterministic 2-MESSA with an alphabet of size 14.
THEOREM 19. Let s be any integer > 14. Then a binary language is context-sensitive if and only if it can be accepted by a 2-MESAA with s symbols and multiple number of membranes. Moreover, holding the number of symbols at s, there is an infinite hierarchy in computational power with respect to the number of membranes.
Theorems 10 and 19 say that in order for the restricted 2-MESSAs to accept all binary CSLs, at least one parameter, either the number of symbols or the number of membranes, must grow. As far as we know, these are the first results of their kind in the membrane systems area. They contrast the result from Ref.
[1] that (unrestricted) symport/antiport systems with s > 2 symbols and m > 1 membranes accept (or generate) exactly the recursively enumerable sets of numbers even for s + m = 6.
Another variant
The model of ESAA we have studied, including its variants and generalizations, had an online input, x = a\... a n %, and only these symbols (in the order given) can be read into the membrane. The model was defined with the input given this way because it allowed the study of both the deterministic and nondeterministic versions.
We now look at a new variant of the model of a nondeterministic ESAA. The system, which we call ESAA + , has alphabet V containing the input alphabet X, but we no longer assume that £ contains an end marker symbol. It has the same four types of rules as in an ESAA, but it accepts a language in the following way. We start from the initial configuration and, as usual, we use the rules in the nondeterministic maximally parallel manner. During the computation, symbols from X can be brought into the system, from the environment; these symbols are arranged in a sequence, corresponding to the moments when they enter the system (if several objects come at the same time, then any permutation of them is considered), and, if the computation halts, then the strings defined in this way are said to be accepted. Finally, we remark that the characterizations for the nondeterministic versions of some of the variants of ESAA we gave earlier remain valid when the input and acceptance are defined as in ESAA + .
An interesting open problem is to find similar syntactic characterizations (that is, based on restrictions on the forms of rules of the membrane systems used) for other families of languages, in particular, for context-free languages. Another research topic is find characterizations of known families of languages by using other types of membrane systems. For instance, it is known that symport/antiport systems are universal also when using only symport rules. And as a last question in this section: it is interesting to know whether some of the results we described above hold for such restricted (symport only, etc.) systems.
Membrane systems with non-maximal parallelism
As we have seen above, the maximal parallelism is rather useful from a theoretical point of view, both in what concerns the computing power and the efficiency of membrane systems, but it is in some cases not biologically grounded. The discussion is not trivial: is there a unique clock in a cell, marking uniformly the time of each compartment? Otherwise stated, is the cell a synchronised system or an asynchronous one? Some people answer affirmatively, other people answer negatively this question. What seems to be clear is that there is a high degree of parallelism in a cell. When several reactions can take place in the same compartment, many of them actually take place, in parallel. If we wait long enough, then all possible reactions happen. Well, 'waiting long enough' means changing the time unit, hence we return again to the question whether the time is uniform in the whole cell.
In what follows we avoid this discussion and other related issues, and we confine ourselves to a more technical discussion of the versions of parallelism considered so far in membrane computing. We do not present details concerning the sequential systems that were investigated in several places.
Bounded parallelism
We consider the following new definition of 'maximal parallelism' in the application of evolution rules in a membrane system IT: Let R = {r\, ... r k } be the set of (distinct) rules in the system. II operates in maximally parallel mode if at each step of the computation, a maximal subset ofR is applied, and at most one instance of any rule is used at every step (thus at most k rules are applicable at any step). We refer to this system as a maximally parallel system. We can define three semantics of parallelism. For a positive integer n < k, define:
n-Max-Parallel: At each step, nondeterministically select a maximal subset of at most n rules in R to apply. This implies that no larger subset is applicable.
< n-Parallel: At each step, nondeterministically select any subset of at most n rules in R to apply.
n-Parallel: At each step, nondeterministically select any subset of exactly n rules in R to apply.
In all three cases, if any rule in the subset selected is not applicable, then the whole subset is not applicable. When n = 1, the three semantics reduce to the Sequential mode.
The three modes of parallelisms were studied for two popular models membrane systems: multi-membrane catalytic systems and communicating membrane systems. It was shown that for these systems, n-Max-Parallel mode is strictly more powerful than any of the following three modes: Sequential, ^n-Parallel, or n-Parallel. For example, it follows from the result that a maximally parallel communicating membrane system is universal for n = 2. However, under the three limited modes of parallelism, the system is equivalent to a vector addition system, which is known to only define a recursive set. Some results are rather surprising. For example, it was shown that a Sequential 1-membrane communicating membrane system can only generate a semilinear set, whereas with k membranes, it is equivalent to a vector addition system for any k > 2. Thus the hierarchy collapses at 2 membranes -a rare collapsing result for non-universal membrane systems.
A simple cooperative system (SCO) is a membrane system where the only rules allowed are of the form a -> v or of the form aa -> v, where a is a symbol and v is a (possibly null) string of symbols not containing a. It was also shown that a 9-Max-Parallel 1-membrane SCO is universal.
Minimal parallelism
The notion of minimal parallelism looks rather 'bio-realistic' and relaxed: if a compartment of a cell can evolve, then it has to evolve at least in the minimal way, by using at least one reaction. In terms of membrane systems, the condition is the following: we have sets of rules associated with compartments (as in the case of transition membrane systems) or with membranes (as in symport/antiport systems or in membrane systems with active membranes); then, if in a given configuration from such a set at least one rule can be applied, then at least one must be applied. How many rules are actually applied is not prescribed; exactly one rule, more, all rules which can be used, all these possibilities are allowed, we only know that for sure at least one is effectively applied.
It is clear that this way of using the rules is much weaker than the maximal parallelism, because we have a rather limited knowledge about the evolution of the system -the degree of nondeterminism is increased, we cannot get an information about all objects from a compartment, etc. Still, we have one level of parallelism, because the compartments/ membranes evolve simultaneously, synchronised, and with a minimal action taking place in each of them.
It is somewhat surprising that this minimal control on the evolution of 'sub-systems' of a membrane system still ensures the computational universality. This was proved for symport/antiport membrane systems working in the generating or the accepting mode (in the second case also for deterministic systems), and for membrane systems with active membranes. In all these cases the results was obtained with some of the parameters (especially, the number of membranes) being larger, thus compensating for the loss of control when passing from maximal parallelism to minimal parallelism. The 'explanation' of the previously mentioned results lies in the way the proof is conducted: because we have to simulate a sequential computing device (a register machine), the parallelism is low anyway, hence the construction can be arranged in such a way that either exactly one rule is applicable for each membrane, or only a small number of rules can be applied, hence for the constructed systems minimal parallelism is very close (if not identical) to maximal parallelism.
It was shown in Ref.
[6] that efficiency results can also be obtained in the case of the minimal parallelism like in the case of maximal parallelism: the satisfiability of any propositional formula in the conjunctive normal form, using n variables, can be decided in linear time with respect to n by a membrane system with active membranes, using rules of types (a)-(c) and (e), while working in the minimally parallel mode.
Results as above, both universality and efficiency, were recently reported in Ref.
[25] for other types of membrane systems, based on operations similar to membrane division, such as membrane separation: rules [hQ] h~> lhK]hlhQ ~ K]^, with the meaning that membrane h is split into two membranes, one containing the objects from the set K and the other one containing the complement of K with respect to Q.
Systems with proteins on membranes
We have mentioned in the Introduction that part of the biochemistry taking place in a cell is controlled by proteins (enzymes) bound on membranes. In particular, the symport/antiport processes depends on the protein channels embedded in the membranes. Thus, it is natural to also consider objects (proteins) placed on membranes, not only in the compartments of a membrane system. This is the approach of so-called brane calculi introduced in Ref. [3] , which deals only with operations with membranes controlled by their proteins. Perhaps more realistic is to combine the two approaches, thus considering objects both in the compartments of a membrane structure and on the membranes. There are already several papers dealing with such a bridge between membrane computing and brane calculi; we refer for references. An idea relevant for our discussion of the parallelism in membrane system is that considered : let us consider obj ects in compartments and proteins on membranes; the objects can pass across membranes like in symport/antiport systems and can also evolve like in transition membrane systems under the control of proteins placed on membranes. In turn, these proteins can change, either without restrictions, or only in a flip-flop manner like bi-stable catalysts. The most general form of rules in this framework is the following one:
where a, b, c, d are objects and/?, p' are proteins; the notation [ t p\ means 'membrane i has proteinp placed on it'. When applying this rule, the object a placed outside membrane i and object b placed inside membrane i are simultaneously changed in c, d, respectively, assisted by protein p, placed on the membrane, which evolves to protein p'.
A membrane system using rules of this form starts with multisets of objects placed in the compartments, in the environment, and on membranes called proteins. Because the proteins cannot leave the membranes and cannot multiply, their number is constant during the computation -hence finite. This means that the parallelism of the system is also bounded; in each step at most as many rules can be used as the number of proteins appearing on the membranes. Thus, the protein behaves like catalysts for symport/antiport-like rules, where the objects may also evolve.
The generality, hence the power of the rules in the form given above is clear, so a series of restrictions were considered : the protein should not evolve, or it should only oscillate between two states, p, p'; the objects cannot change, but only move across the membrane; only one of a and b is present, and it either evolves and remains in the same region, or moves to another region without evolving, or both evolves and moves to another region. A large number of types of rules are obtained, and a large number of combinations of such rules can then be considered and investigated in what concerns the computing power. In most cases, universality results were again obtained. Details can be found in 6. Catalytic systems There are many other variants which deserve to be considered in relation with membrane computing, but due to space restrictions were not covered. We will try to give here brief descriptions for another one of these variants, the catalytic systems.
A catalytic system has rules of the forms: Ca -> Cv or a -> v, where C is a catalyst, a is a noncatalyst symbol, and v is a (possibly null) string of noncatalyst symbols. A catalytic system whose rules are only of the form Ca -> Cv is called purely catalytic system. Such systems can work in a generative or accepting mode as well as using the rules either in a deterministic or nondeterministic fashion.
The catalytic systems working in a nondeterministic way were shown to be universal for one membrane and two catalysts, but these proofs of universality involve a high degree of parallelism and they could not be extended to the deterministic case. In fact it was shown using a graph-theoretic approach that the Parikh map of the language C a\... a* k accepted by any deterministic catalytic system is a simple semilinear set which can also be effectively constructed. This result gives the first example of a membrane system for which the nondeterministic version is universal, but the deterministic version is not. For deterministic 1-membrane catalytic systems using only rules of type Ca -> Cv, it was shown that the set of reachable configurations from a given initial configuration is effectively semilinear. In contrast, the reachability set is no longer semilinear in general if rules of type a -> v are also used. This result generalises to multimembrane catalytic systems.
Deterministic catalytic systems which allow rules to be prioritised were also considered Three such systems, namely, totally prioritised, strongly prioritised and weakly prioritised catalytic systems, were investigated in the literature. For totally prioritised systems, rules are divided into different priority groups, and if a rule in a higher priority group is applicable, then no rules from a lower priority group can be used. For both strongly prioritised and weakly prioritised systems, the underlying priority relation is a strict partial order (i.e. irreflexive, asymmetric and transitive). Under the semantics of strong priority, if a rule with higher priority is used, then no rule of a lower priority can be used even if the two rules do not compete for objects. For weakly prioritised systems, a rule is applicable if it cannot be replaced by a higher priority one. For these three prioritised systems, the results were contrasting: deterministic strongly and weakly prioritised catalytic systems are universal, whereas totally prioritised systems only accept semilinear sets.
Final remarks
We have touched on a series of issues related to membrane systems, as final remarks we mention the fact that a series of applications of these systems were reported in the last years, especially in modelling and simulating processes in the cell, but also related to populations of cells (e.g. of bacteria). The attractiveness of membrane computing from this point of view comes from several directions: membrane systems are directly inspired from biology, are easy to understand by biologists, easy to extend (scale-up), modify, program, are nonlinear in behaviour, and suitable for situations where we deal with small populations of molecules and/or with slow reactions. In such cases the traditional models based on differential equations are not adequate. Because of this, variants that consider the law of mass action in the rule application were used in to model the cascade of reactions in signalling pathways for EGFR and in to model FAS induced apoptosis. This discrete technique provided quite interesting results when compared to the differential simulations.
There are many other interesting topics to be discussed in this area, we mention briefly the variants that model the membrane division. In that setting interesting results have been obtained by a trade-off between time and space. Effectively by using the membrane division it was shown that one can solve combinatorially intractable problems, e.g. NP-complete and PSPACE-complete in polynomial time (in some cases even linear time). Of course these results refer to the nondeterministic maximally parallel devices discussed, thus the famous open problem related to the equality between P and NP is not settled.
It is then no surprise to notice the increasing number of simulations/implementations of various classes of membrane systems. There are also proposals for implementing membrane systems on a dedicated, reconfigurable, hardware, as done or on a local network, as reported
